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Many of the world’s languages face serious risk of extinction. Efforts to prevent
this cultural loss are severely constrained by a poor understanding of the geographical patterns and drivers of extinction risk. We quantify the global
distribution of language extinction risk—represented by small range and
speaker population sizes and rapid declines in the number of speakers—and
identify the underlying environmental and socioeconomic drivers. We show
that both small range and speaker population sizes are associated with rapid
declines in speaker numbers, causing 25% of existing languages to be threatened
based on criteria used for species. Language range and population sizes are
small in tropical and arctic regions, particularly in areas with high rainfall,
high topographic heterogeneity and/or rapidly growing human populations.
By contrast, recent speaker declines have mainly occurred at high latitudes
and are strongly linked to high economic growth. Threatened languages are
numerous in the tropics, the Himalayas and northwestern North America.
These results indicate that small-population languages remaining in economically developed regions are seriously threatened by continued speaker
declines. However, risks of future language losses are especially high in the tropics and in the Himalayas, as these regions harbour many small-population
languages and are undergoing rapid economic growth.

1. Introduction
Languages are now rapidly being lost [1 –3] at a rate of extinction exceeding the
well-known catastrophic loss of biodiversity [4]. Serious concerns over the
impending loss of human cultural diversity [1] have driven several international organizations, such as the United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization, the Convention on Biological Diversity, the World
Wide Fund for Nature and the International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN), to actively engage in the conservation of linguistic diversity
[5– 8]. Earlier studies have reported the distribution of language diversity and
its congruence with species diversity [9– 11], identified areas with a high
number of endangered languages [12], and tested for factors affecting range
size in Old World languages [13] and per-country linguistic persistence globally
[14]. Numerous schemes have also been proposed to categorize levels of
language endangerment [2,15,16] and a range of processes have been listed
as causes of language endangerment (e.g. [3,17 –19]), most notably
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2. Material and methods
(a) Data
The range size and speaker population size of each language
were estimated based on information from the Ethnologue,
16th edition [25], which represents the most authoritative and
only globally comprehensive source of basic information about
languages and their speakers. The data were assembled in a Geographical Information System by Global Mapping International
as the WLMS database [33], providing georeferenced polygons
showing their geographical range, associated with information
on speaker population size. Languages that are given as points
or have no known location/population size were excluded, leaving 6359 (92% of the known 6909 languages) and 6569 (95%)
languages in the analysis for range size and population size,
respectively. The total area (km2) of all the polygons for each
language was defined as the range size, and the latest estimate
of the total number of mother-tongue speakers in the polygon
attributes as the speaker population size.
Speaker growth rates were estimated using the index of
linguistic diversity (ILD) database [34], updated with the Ethnologue, 16th edition; this database provides information on
temporal changes in the speaker population size (i.e. estimates
of speaker population size and survey years) between 1949 and
2005 for 1500 languages selected at random from the Ethnologue.
The ILD database is currently the only global database with
information on changes in the population size of languages. To
estimate speaker growth rate, we selected languages with at
least three records of speaker population size, including at least
one non-zero record. This resulted in 649 languages, including
24 languages that have become extinct after 1949, to be analysed
for their speaker growth rate. This sample size represents
approximately 9% of all known languages but the languages
included are well scattered across the globe, roughly following
the pattern of distribution for all the languages (see electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2). The biases in range size
and speaker population size between the 649 languages and all
available languages in the ILD and WLMS databases were also
very small (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3,
for more detail). Thus, we expect the effect of using the sample of
649 languages for drawing conclusions to be minimal. The level
of intergenerational transmission in each language was derived
from the Atlas of the World’s languages in danger [15] (see the
electronic supplementary material, appendix B for more detail).
Data on potential drivers of extinction risk were derived from
different global data sources (electronic supplementary material,
appendix C). Since records used for estimating speaker growth
rates were mostly collected between 1978 and 2000 (see the electronic
supplementary material, figure S4), we used data sources from this
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the map based on the IUCN criteria with the distribution of
endangered languages listed in the Catalogue of Endangered
Languages [16], another global assessment using a different
set of criteria. We further test for spatial discrepancy between
threatened languages and past language extinctions to assess
the idea that languages may appear less threatened in regions
where many languages have already become extinct [31]. Our
results constitute an important step for understanding the
processes that drive language extinctions and for developing
and prioritizing future linguistic conservation efforts in terms
of interventions, areas and languages [10]. Our study also
contributes to a basic understanding of the origin and maintenance of human cultural diversity [11], just as ecological
studies have focused on the distribution of species range
size to understand the determinants of species diversity [32].

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

globalization and modernization [3,19]. However, few
studies to date have assessed the relative roles of different drivers in explaining the geographical distribution of
language extinction risk, limiting the knowledge-base for
efforts to prevent this cultural loss [20]. For example,
although globalization has been regarded as an important
factor behind language endangerment, there has been little
research effort worldwide to quantify the overall impact of
globalization on endangered languages [3,19].
We address this knowledge gap by evaluating language
extinction risk represented by small geographical range
sizes, small speaker population sizes and rapid declines in
speaker numbers. These three risk components are selected
based on the IUCN Red List criteria, which have been established to evaluate the extinction risk of species, i.e. symptoms
of endangerment rather than causes [21,22], but are also
expected to effectively represent the extinction risk of
languages. Rapid declines in the number of speakers, which
can be caused by both language shifts and speaker deaths,
clearly represent higher extinction risk, since they can potentially swamp any influence of population size on the time to
extinction [21]. Small range and speaker population sizes can
lead to high extinction risk due to the effect of demographic
and environmental stochasticity on speaker population
dynamics [21] as well as reduced competitive abilities [12],
all of which are known as important processes causing
language extinction (e.g. [17,23–25]). Theoretical studies have
also shown that the range and speaker population sizes of a
language are key factors for explaining the time to extinction
[26–28]. These risk components have also been used in other
schemes to categorize levels of language endangerment (see
the electronic supplementary material, appendix A for more
detail). The advantage of focusing on these three risk components is that data are available for the whole spectrum of
languages, from endangered to least-threatened languages.
This allows us to effectively test the role of potential drivers
in shaping the different levels of language endangerment.
We first collect information on the range size, speaker
population size and speaker growth rate (i.e. changes in the
number of speakers) of the world’s languages, and assess
interrelations among these three risk components to understand how they contribute to shaping extinction risk in
languages. We then quantify the geographical distribution
of these risk components and identify the underlying drivers
by linking these geographical patterns to potentially important environmental and socioeconomic factors. In doing so,
we test two hypotheses. The first hypothesis predicts that
range size and speaker population size should be strongly
associated with environmental factors, reflecting their historical influence on language evolution and persistence [10,29].
By contrast, reflecting the accelerating and pervasive economic and cultural globalization, the second hypothesis
predicts that recent speaker declines should largely be
explained by current socioeconomic factors, notably economic growth and globalization [12,19,29]. As there are other
criteria proposed to categorize the levels of language endangerment [18,19,30], we also conduct the same analysis for
risks caused by insufficient intergenerational language transmission, which has been suggested to be an important
determinant of language vitality [15]. Finally, we map the
distribution of threatened languages as categorized using
the IUCN criteria to identify the hotspots of language extinction risk. To verify the validity of the assessment, we compare
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For the 649 languages with more than two records, the speaker
growth rate was estimated by fitting a generalized linear model
(Poisson distribution and log link) with speaker population
size as the response variable and year as the explanatory variable. The estimated coefficient for the year term was defined as
the speaker growth rate of each language.
We investigated the bivariate relationships among range size,
speaker population size and speaker growth rate by comparing
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) of four different models
[35]: null, linear, quadratic and segmented regression models.
We used the R package ‘segmented’ [36] to implement the segmented regression. Note that the initial population size (i.e. the
record of speaker population size in the oldest survey year) was
used in the analysis of the relationship between speaker growth
rate and population size, in order to avoid circularity. However,
since the oldest survey year varies among languages, the relationship between initial population size and speaker growth rate can
be circular if the oldest survey year tends to be later in declining
languages. But the validity of this approach was supported, as
there was no significant correlation between speaker growth rate
and oldest survey years (Kendall’s t ¼ 20.040, p ¼ 0.139).
To identify factors associated with extinction risk, we first projected the language range map onto a Behrmann equal-area
cylindrical projection and converted the shape files to grid cells
with a grain size of 192.9725 km, or approximately 28 at 308 N/
S. A grid cell was considered to contain a language if its range
polygon covered any portion of the grid cell. We then calculated
the median range size, population size and speaker growth rate
of all languages within each cell. The median risk due to insufficient intergenerational transmission across all languages within
each cell was also calculated, assuming vulnerable ¼ 1, definitely
endangered ¼ 2, severely endangered ¼ 3, critically endangered ¼
4 and all others ¼ 0 based on [15]. We also aggregated all the
explanatory variables to the same 28  28 grid cells and calculated
mean values in each cell. We excluded grid cells containing less
than 50% land area or those lacking any languages with data on
each response variable, resulting in a global dataset of 3409 grid
cells for range size and speaker population size, 1811 for speaker
growth rate and 3408 for intergenerational transmission. To
explore latitudinal gradients in range size, speaker population
size and speaker growth rate, we calculated the median values
of all grid cells in the same latitudinal band.
We developed hypotheses for the effects of a suite of environmental and socioeconomic factors on language extinction risk
(see the electronic supplementary material, table S1). Owing to
high correlations (jrj . 0.8) with either temperature seasonality
or GDP per capita (see the electronic supplementary material,
table S2), annual mean temperature, globalization index and
land area within the same latitudinal band were excluded from
the analysis, so only 10 variables were used. All tolerance
values for the remaining 10 variables exceeded 0.31, indicating
sufficient independence of the explanatory variables.
In the analyses for determining the extent to which each factor
was associated with language extinction risk, the response

(c) Categorization of threatened languages
We used the IUCN criteria [22] to evaluate if a language
belonged to any of the three threatened categories: Critically
Endangered, Endangered and Vulnerable (see the electronic supplementary material, table S3). Note that each of the five criteria
uses different combinations of the three aspects of extinction risk:
A3, D1 and D2 are based on population declines, population size
and range size, respectively, while the other two criteria are
based on the combination of population declines with range
size (B1) and population declines with population size (C1).
Using the same 28  28 grid cells, we mapped the number of
threatened languages (i.e. all languages categorized as Critically
Endangered, Endangered and Vulnerable) based on each of the
five criteria. We also mapped the number of endangered
languages listed in the Catalogue of Endangered Languages
[16] using the same grid cells (see the electronic supplementary
material, appendix B for more details).
We also calculated the number of extinct languages in each
cell based on the location of the last known population of speakers of extinct languages, derived from the Extinct Language point
features in the WLMS database.
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(b) Analysis

variables were log10 (median range size), log10 (median speaker
population size), median speaker growth rate and median risk
due to insufficient intergenerational transmission, and the explanatory variables were annual precipitation, vegetation productivity,
temperature seasonality, precipitation seasonality, elevation
range, habitat diversity, mean population density, mean population change, mean GDP per capita and language richness. We
did not use language richness as an explanatory variable in the
analyses for range size and speaker population size because high
language richness can also be a consequence of small range size
and speaker population size, making it difficult to infer their
causal relationships. We first tested the association between the
response variables and explanatory variables with the non-spatial
ordinary least-squares (OLS) models. The OLS models suffered
from strong spatial autocorrelation in model residuals, based on
Moran’s I estimated with the package ‘ncf’ [37] in R (see the electronic supplementary material, figures S5). Thus, we decided to
adopt simultaneous autoregressive (SAR) error models in all the
analyses. SAR error models were first fitted using a range of neighbourhood distances (from 250 to 500 km in 50-km intervals for all
four variables as well as 1000 and 1500 km for speaker growth rate
and intergenerational transmission and 1000 and 2000 km for
range and population sizes). Distances of 450, 350, 300 and
350 km, which showed the smallest AIC, were adopted in the following analysis for range size, speaker population size, speaker
growth rate and intergenerational transmission, respectively. The
SAR error models successfully removed the spatial autocorrelation
in the model residuals (electronic supplementary material, figures
S5). To account for model selection uncertainty, we adopted a
multi-model inference approach [35]. We first generated a set of
models with all possible parameter subsets, which were then
fitted to the data using the SAR error models and ranked by
DAIC values. We calculated Akaike weights (wi) for each model
as an indicator of relative support and summed these across the
candidate set to find the 95%-confidence set [35]. Model-averaged
coefficients, standard errors and z-values (weighted by wi) were
also calculated across the 95% set. The sum of wi of models including each variable (S wi) and model-averaged z-values were used as
indicators of parameter importance across models. All analyses
were conducted in R 2.15.0 [38]; the SAR models were fitted
with the row-standardized (‘W’) coding using the package
‘spdep’ [39], and model averaging was conducted using the package ‘MuMIn’ [40]. Considering the argument that a particular
spatial model cannot always be assumed to be more correct than
non-spatial models [41], we also provided results based on
model averaging of OLS models.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

period as much as possible. Though information on gross domestic
product (GDP) and globalization was only available at the country
level, the obtained data fit the purpose of this analysis, given that
the economic status and degree of globalization of a country, not of
each speaker, are expected to cause language shifts through educational developments [19] and the economic benefits of speaking
national and global languages [17]. Language richness in each cell
was defined as the total number of languages whose geographical
range overlaps that cell, based on the WLMS database. The land
area of a latitudinal band was calculated as the sum of the
land area of all grid cells within the same latitude at the 28 resolution.
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Figure 1. Histograms of (a) language range size (km2, n ¼ 6359), (b) language population size (n ¼ 6569), (c) speaker growth rate (n ¼ 649) and (d – f ) their
pairwise relationships. The black vertical line in (c) and horizontal lines in (e) and (f ) indicate the mean human population growth rate between 1980 and 2000, and
red bars (shown with arrows) in (c) and orange circles in (e) and (f ) show languages that have become extinct after 1949. Red lines in (d ) – (f ) show the fitted
segmented regression, and vertical solid and dashed lines are the estimated thresholds and their 95% confidence intervals, respectively (see Material and methods
and electronic supplementary material, table S4 for more detail).

3. Results
(a) Extinction risk of each language
The frequency of range size and speaker population size
approximated a lognormal distribution (figure 1a,b), indicating
that there are a huge number of small-range and smallpopulation languages. Based on the IUCN’s criteria (see the
electronic supplementary material, table S3), a range size smaller than 20 km2 causes species to be defined as threatened,
assuming that the population is prone to serious threats
within a short time period, and 291 languages meet this
criterion. Additionally, 1496 languages have a speaker population size smaller than 1000, another of IUCN’s thresholds
for defining species as threatened (electronic supplementary
material, table S3). The frequency distribution of speaker
growth rate centred on the mean growth rate of global
human population (1.016 between 1980 and 2000) with a
long left tail, indicating the presence of severely declining
languages (figure 1c). In total, 193 (29.7%) of the 649 languages
showed a recent decline in the number of speakers, and in 168
(25.9%) languages the estimated rate of decline exceeded 30%
over three generations, causing these languages to be defined
as threatened under the IUCN’s criteria (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Consequently, 1705 (24.7%) of

the known 6909 languages fulfil IUCN’s criteria for being
defined as threatened because of a small range size, small
speaker population size and rapid speaker declines.
All three pairwise relationships among range size, speaker
population size and speaker growth rate were better expressed
by a segmented linear relationship with a threshold than with
the null, linear or quadratic models based on AIC (figure 1d–f;
see the electronic supplementary material, table S4). Range
size was unrelated to speaker population size below a certain
level (estimated mean threshold: 1455, 95% CI: 1160–1826),
after which range size steeply increased with population size
(figure 1d). The absence of a range-population size correlation
at low speaker population sizes may be because in some
regions, such as deserts, even small numbers of speakers can
occupy large territories. Speaker growth rate and range size
were essentially unrelated, but with a weak positive association below the threshold range size (mean: 15 155 km2, 95%
CI: 2415–95 118 km2; figure 1e).
On the other hand, there was a clear difference in speaker
growth rate between languages below and above the threshold
speaker population size. Above the threshold (mean: 334, 95%
CI: 191–587), many languages have survived successfully
with speaker growth rates similar to the mean growth rate of
the global human population, whereas languages with speaker
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Figure 2. Global maps of extinction-risk components for languages and the important underlying drivers. The maps show median (a) language range size (km2),
(b) language population size and (c) speaker growth rate. Medians were calculated for log10-transformed range size and population size and for speaker growth rate.
The plots show the individual effects of (d ) annual precipitation on language range size, (e) annual precipitation on language population size and (f ) GDP per capita
on speaker growth rate, after effects of other variables and spatial autocorrelation have been partialled out. Variables shown here are one of the most important
variables in each of the best SAR error models (i.e. those with the smallest AIC); lines represent regression lines based on coefficients estimated in the best models.
Other important variables are shown in the electronic supplementary material, figures S8 – 10.
population sizes below the threshold have shown severe declines
and, in many cases, have consequently become extinct in recent
years (figure 1f).

(b) Distribution and drivers of extinction risk
Both range size and speaker population size were generally
small in both the tropics and the Arctic region (figure 2a,b),
and there was a tendency for both to increase from low to
high latitudes, but to decrease above 608N (see the electronic
supplementary material, figure S6a,b). Speaker growth rates
tended to be lower at higher latitudes (electronic supplementary material, figure S6c), with particularly marked speaker
declines in North America, Europe, Russia, Australia and the
desert areas in Africa and the Middle East (figure 2c).
Median speaker growth rates were generally positive close to
the equator (electronic supplementary material, figure S6c).

The risk due to insufficient language intergenerational transmission showed a similar geographical pattern to speaker
growth rate, being particularly high in North America, northern Eurasia, a part of Australia and South America and desert
areas in Africa (electronic supplementary material, figure S7).
Model averaging across SAR models with varying sets of
explanatory variables supported the hypothesis that environmental factors play an important role in determining language
range and population size. Small range sizes were associated
particularly with high precipitation, vegetation productivity,
topographic heterogeneity and habitat heterogeneity (table 1
and figure 2d; also see the electronic supplementary material,
figure S8a–c). Similarly, small speaker population sizes were
associated with high precipitation and topographic heterogeneity (table 1 and figure 2e; electronic supplementary material,
figure S9a). Nevertheless, some socioeconomic factors were
also important in explaining these extinction-risk components,
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explanatory
variables

Table 1. Model-averaged results based on SAR error models for the effect of environmental and socioeconomic factors on language range size, population size and speaker growth rate. Language richness was not included in the models
for range size and population size (see Material and methods for more detail). Coefﬁcients, their SEs and z-values show weighted-average values across 95% sets of SAR error models with different parameter combinations by Akaike
weights (wi). S wi for each variable shows the sum of wi of models including the variable, reﬂecting the relative importance of each variable. Results with z-values . 2.0 are shown in bold. Nagelkerke pseudo-R2 for the full model
was 0.60, 0.50 and 0.73 for range size, population size and speaker growth rate, respectively.
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Hotspots of threatened language richness were particularly evident in the tropics, the Himalayas, northern Australia, eastern
Eurasia and northern Russia/Scandinavia, and northwestern
North America (figure 3a). These areas are characterized by
high rainfall, high topographic heterogeneity and/or rapidly
growing human populations (see the electronic supplementary
material, figure S12), and encompass many languages that are
threatened because of their small speaker population sizes (electronic supplementary material, figure S13b). The distribution of
threatened language richness corresponded approximately to
that of total language richness (electronic supplementary
material, figure S1a). However, northwestern Australia, New
Guinea, northern Eurasia, desert areas in Africa and the
Middle East, Brazil and northwestern North America had disproportionately large numbers of threatened languages and
have so far experienced few extinctions (figure 3c). This indicates
high current threat levels, at least partly due to high economic
growth or temperature seasonality in these regions. On the
other hand, a few major languages are now dominant on the
east coasts of the Americas and Australia (figure 2a,b; electronic
supplementary material, figure S1a), with most other languages
having already gone extinct (figure 3c). This supports the extinction filter hypothesis [31] that mainly large-range languages
remain in regions where many languages have already
become extinct, thereby causing these areas to appear less
prone to language losses, as has been observed in mammals [42].
Threatened languages based on the Catalogue of Endangered Languages showed a similar spatial pattern to that
based on the IUCN criteria (electronic supplementary material,
figures S14 and S15). Identifiable hotspots of threatened
languages are essentially the same although each hotspot was
spatially generally larger when based on the Catalogue of

4. Discussion
Our results reveal how the extinction risk of human languages
is formed and geographically distributed through the impact
of both environmental and socioeconomic drivers across the
globe. A large number of languages are now spoken in a limited area and by only a small number of people. We show that
small range and speaker population sizes are both associated
with rapid speaker declines, leading to a high risk of extinction. This underlines the effectiveness of the three risk
components for assessing language extinction risk. In particular, severe declines and subsequent extinction in languages
with speaker population sizes below about 330 indicate that
the estimated threshold can be defined practically as the minimum viable population size [43] in human languages. This
finding points to the presence of an Allee effect [43] (i.e.
benefits from the presence of conspecifics, or in this case
speakers of the same language) in human languages, potentially because of small speaker numbers being associated
with both adverse language policies and voluntary language
shifts [17,19], the loss of social facilitation for learning and preserving languages, reduced competitive abilities [12,24] and
increased vulnerability to stochastic events [17].
The three risk components (range size, speaker population
size and speaker growth rate) show striking geographical patterns at a global scale. Although small range sizes at low
latitudes are a common pattern observed both in languages
and species [44–46], language range size is also small in the
Arctic region. This does not support a linguistic analogy of
Rapoport’s rule, which describes a simple increase in species
range size from low to high latitudes due to increased ecological generalization [47]. The large range sizes at high southern
latitudes due to the domination by European colonial
languages also differ from that observed in native mammals,
birds and amphibians [44–46]. On the other hand, recent
language speaker declines have mainly occurred at high latitudes. In vertebrate species, populations are generally
declining in the tropics, but are stable or even slightly increasing at high latitudes due in part to recent effective conservation
efforts [48]. This contrast might show that linguistic conservation has been less successful and/or has attracted less attention
even in economically developed temperate regions, compared
to biodiversity conservation.
The geographical patterns in language extinction risk seem
to be shaped by the combined effects of multiple factors.
Notably, our analysis shows that both environmental and
socioeconomic factors play an important role in explaining
the geographical patterns in language range and population
sizes. Productive and heterogeneous environments seemed to
promote the evolution and/or persistence of small-range and
small-population languages over thousands of years, while
high human population growth apparently has the same
effect, probably through an increase in potential speakers for
each language. However, low human population density
seems to impose a constraint on language population size at
the same time. The combined effects of these environmental
and socioeconomic factors can explain small language range
and population sizes both at low latitudes (productive and
heterogeneous environments with high human population
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(c) Distribution of threatened and extinct languages

Endangered Languages (electronic supplementary material,
figure S14).
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such as low GDP per capita for small range sizes, low human
population density for small speaker population sizes, and
rapid human population growth for both (table 1; electronic
supplementary material, figures S8d–e and S9b–c).
By contrast, the most important factor for explaining speaker
growth rate was a socioeconomic factor, GDP per capita, followed
by temperature seasonality with less importance (table 1).
Languages have recently declined particularly in areas with
high GDP per capita (figure 2f) and temperature seasonality (electronic supplementary material, figure S10). The result was similar
in language intergenerational transmission, where the global
geographical variation was mostly explained by socioeconomic
factors, including GDP per capita (electronic supplementary
material, table S5). The risk due to insufficient intergenerational
transmission was particularly high in areas with high GDP per
capita and temperature seasonality as well as in those with low
mean population density and high numbers of languages
(electronic supplementary material, table S5 and figure S11).
The results were largely similar when based on OLS
regression models (see the electronic supplementary material,
table S6). However, the relative importance changed slightly in
some factors (e.g. seasonality, habitat diversity and population
density as well as GDP per capita were similarly important for
speaker growth rate) and, in a rare case, the direction of the
effect also changed (e.g. vegetation productivity for range
size). This supports, at least qualitatively, the conclusions
based on the SAR models.
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Figure 3. Global maps of (a) threatened language richness based on the IUCN criteria, (b) extinct language richness and (c) relationships between the proportion of
threatened to total extant language richness and the proportion of extinct to total extant language richness. Note that the number of extinct languages in each cell
is based on the location of the last known population of speakers of extinct languages. In (c), blue areas, which have disproportionately large numbers of threatened
languages and have experienced few extinction events, are of particular conservation concern.
growth) and in the Arctic regions (heterogeneous environments
with low human population density).
By contrast, the dominating effect of a single socioeconomic
factor, GDP per capita, on speaker growth rate suggests that
economic growth and globalization (see a strong correlation

between the two in the electronic supplementary material,
table S2) are primary drivers of recent language speaker declines
(mainly since the 1970s onwards), for instance, via associated
political and educational developments and globalized socioeconomic dynamics [12,17,19]. This conclusion is also supported by
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the positive effect of GDP per capita on range size and many
language extinctions in economically developed regions, such
as the USA and Australia. That is, language speaker declines in
high-GDP areas have already driven the extinction of smallranged languages, leaving primarily large-range, major
languages, as predicted by the extinction filter hypothesis [31]
and also suggested for threatened bird and mammal species
[42,49]. Although languages also seem to have declined in
areas with high temperature seasonality, temperature seasonality
was particularly high in North America and Russia, where land
area within the same latitudinal band is large (Pearson’s r
between temperature seasonality and land area within the
same latitudinal band ¼ 0.841). Thus, language speaker declines
in areas with high temperature seasonality may actually indicate
the negative effect of the dominant English and Russian
languages on other languages in these countries [2,12,17], or,
more generally, that having a large land area within the same climate zone promotes the spread of dominating cultures [14]. The
global distribution of risk due to insufficient intergenerational
transmission was also largely explained by similar socioeconomic
factors, including GDP per capita. This result, together with the
small impact of human population change on speaker growth
rate (table 1), supports the idea that language shifts under economic growth and globalization, rather than the loss of speaker
populations themselves, represent the major underlying process
of recent declines in speakers [19]. Within-country variations in
the level of economic growth and globalization, though not available in this study, might further help us understand finer-scale
spatial patterns in speaker growth rate.
The spatial similarity between our assessment and the
Catalogue of Endangered Languages shows the effectiveness
of the IUCN criteria for assessing language extinction risk.
There are both advantages and disadvantages of the different
sets of criteria used so far. For example, the IUCN criteria
only require information that is readily available for most
languages in existing databases [25,34]. The IUCN criteria
use quantitative thresholds to categorize different levels of
endangerments (see the electronic supplementary material,
table S3), so making them less subjective, while other criteria
mostly use qualitative thresholds (e.g. [18,30]). On the other
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species and languages, such as bilingualism, language revitalization and the emergence of new languages ex nihilo
[2,50,51]. The IUCN criteria may also not fully represent
specific states of languages, such as domains of use and availability of written materials [18,30], which could potentially
result in slight differences between our assessment and the
Catalogue of Endangered Languages. Thus, we believe that
the IUCN criteria and other criteria adopted in earlier
schemes can be used in a complementary manner to further
develop criteria for assessing language extinction risk.
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